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Abstract. The following six types of functions are considered which, when applied to a word, 
return an interval of that word: (1) prefixk, which returns the prefix of length k; (2) suffixk, which 
returns the suffix of length k; (3) chopk, which returns all but the first k symbols; (4) chop,, 
which returns all but the last k symbols; (5) Fprefix,, which returns the first A part of the word; 
and (6) Fsuffix,, which returns the last A part of the word. (Here k is a nonnegative integer and 
A a real number, 0 c A < 1.) The main result is that any composition of functions of the first four 
types which is not a trivial function is represented in exactly one of the forms prefixjchop’chop,,, 
suffixk chop’chop,, chop’chop,, , or prefix,suffix, , and is unique within that form. A discussion 
is also given about canonical forms for the composition of functions of all types. 
Introduction 
In [l] a record-based, computation-oriented ata model was introduced for 
describing historical data (called ‘object history’ and represented by a sequence of 
‘computation tuples’). In a subsequent paper [2], object histories were studied with 
respect o a variety of ‘interval queries’. The present investigation began by observing 
that some of the interval queries of [2] were independent of the content of the 
computation tuples, i.e., were dependent only on properties of sequences, and thus 
were really mappings on words, i.e., were interval functions. We selected three basic 
types of these interval functions, added a fourth which was symmetric to one of the 
three, and studied the family of functions obtained by composition. 
Theorem 1.1, asserts that each interval function in the resulting family has a unique’ 
canonical representation, namely each such function is uniquely expressed as the 
composition (in a certain manner) of at most three members of the four typea. ile 
originating from a database source, this theorem is not a database result. Rather, 
it is a purely mathematical statement about a special class of interval functions. 
* This author was supported in part by tare National Science Foundation under Grant DC 
** Research done while on leave from Spchuan University, Chengdu, Sichuan, China. 
’ If the interval function is trivial, uniqueness need not hold. 
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Consider the following general problem: ‘Let H be a set of expressions, each 
representing a function, and let H+ be the set of expressions {h, . . . h, 1 n 3 1, each 
hi in H}. Then H+ may be viewed as a set of functions in which concatenation is 
composition. Does there exist an integer t and a subset H’ of H+ such that 
(as sets of functions) and each h in ’ is the composition of at most t functions 
in H?’ When the answer is yes, we shall refer to H’ as a set of ‘canonical forms’ 
or ‘canonical functions’ (for H+). All the results of this paper concern the existence 
of t and H’ for certain sets H. Indeed, our presentation is divided into three sections. 
Section 1 defines the four basic types of interval functions mentioned earlier and 
states the main theorem. (Obviously, the main theorem provides an affirmative 
answer, with t = 3, for the case when H consists of the four basic types of functions.) 
Section 2 gives the proof, in the course of which an effective procedure for determin- 
the canonical form is exhibited. Also in Section 2 is the result that, for the set 
consisting of the four basic types of functions and for t s 2, there is no H’. The 
last section introduces interval functions which return 8 fraction (e.g., first half or 
last third) of the original interval, and considers canonical forms for the composition 
of these new functions either alone or in conjunction with the four basic types. In 
particular, it is shown that no set of canonical forms exists. 
1. family of inten 
In this section, we motivate and then formalize the main functions in the paper. 
We conclude with a statement of the principal theorem. 
Suppose that John Smith opens a checking account (interest posted monthly) on 
2 January 1984. On 5 January, the checking-account history is as given in Table 1. 
The following four kinds of queries arise naturally: 
(Ql) Retrieve the first k tuples of Smith’s checking-account history. 
(42) Retrieve the last k tuples of Smith’s checking-account history. 
(43) Retrieve all of Smith’s checking-account 
tions. 
(44) Retrieve all of Smith’s checking-account 
tions. 
Table 1. 
history except that: first k transac- 
history except the last k transac- 
Date Action Amount Balance 
a, 2 Jan. 198-Z Deposit 500 500 
“z 3 Jan. 1984 Deposit 500 1000 
a3 4 Jan. 1984 Deposit 1000 2000 
Q4 4 Jan. 1084 Check 500 1500 
Qs 5 Jan. 1984 Check 200 1300 
06 5 Jan. 1984 Check 500 800 
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(Types (QO, (42) and (43) are explicitly mentioned in [2], while ( 
to (Q3), is not.) Note that the answers to queries of any of the above types 
(1) are intervals of the original history, and 
(2) depend on the sequential position of the tuples and not on the contents of 
the tuples. 
We shall abstract the queries of types (Ql)-(44) from sequences of tuples to 
sequences of symbols, and study canonical forms (as defined in the Introduction) 
for the family obtained by composition of queries of these types. 
Formally, C henceforth is a (possibly infinite) set of at least two elements. The 
symbols Q, 6, c and 4 possibly subscripted, always denote elements of C. A word 
over C is a finite sequence a, . . . a,,, of elements of C. The empty word (m = 0) is 
denoted by E. The set of all words over C is denoted by C*. 
We now define the first two of our four basic types of interval queries, henceforth 
referred to as interval functions. (They are called interval functions because, when 
defined, they map a word w into an interval of2 w.) 
Notation. For each nonnegative integer k, let prefixk and suffixk be the (partial) 
functions from C* to C* defined for each word a, . . . a, by prefix&z, . . . a,) = 
a, . . . uk if m 3 k 3 0 and 0 (i.e., undefined) otherwise, and suffix&z, . . . a,) = 
am-k+1 . . . CL,,, if m 2 k 3 0 and 0 otherwise. 
Thus, prefixk applied to w ret~r%s the prefix of w of length3 k if 1 WI 3 k Similarly, 
suffixk applied to w returns the SE~%X of w of length k if 1 WI 2 k. Clearly, prefixk 
and suffixk correspond to (Ql) and (42) respectively. 
Notation. Let E (the trivial mapp;n& be the function from C* to Z* defined by 
E(w) = E for all w in C *. Let CD bz zhe (partial) function from C * to C* defined 
by G(w) =0 for all w in C*. 
Note that prefiXo= Suffix0 x7 & md’; prefiXk+lSUffiXk = SUffiXk+#refiXk = @ for 311 
k 20. Also, @f = f@ = @ for a!3 (pa;“,ial) functions f from C* to C”. 
We now present he two remsiniri~ types cJf basic interval functions. 
Notation. For each nonnegatiu-ii ;lieg~ k, let chopk and chopk be the (partial) 
functions from c* to c* define,:? kr e&a Q, . . . a, by chopk(a, . . . a,) = ak+) . . . a,, 
and Chop&&. . . a,,,) = a, . . . id,.;: _(< if rpe G: k 2 0, and is @ otherwise. 
Clearly, chop” and chopk cerra:spcnd t% 3 (Q3) and ( 4) respectively. Also, 
chop’(w) = chop,(w) = w for each IQ in Z*. 
2 An interval of a word a, . . . a,,, is an)* \vxd of the form a, a,+, . . . ai, i - 1 d j S m. 
3 For each word w = a, . . . a,,, in 2’+, tk Impth of a, . . . a ,,,, denoted 1~1, is rp1. The length of E, 
denoted [El, is 0. 
4 Let f, and f2 be (partial) functisnr X to X. Then f,f2, the composition of f2 and f,, is the (partial.) 
mapping from X to X defined by fkfi(x) -.f, Q;(x)) for all x in X. 
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As already mentioned, we are interested in canonical forms for the family of all 
functions obtained by repeated composition of functions of any of the four basic 
types. Accordingly, we have the following symbolism. 
otation. Let 
F = { pref$ , suffixk, chop’, chop, Ij9 S I, m nonnegative integers} 
F+={f,...f,JJ in F,WiSn}. 
Obviously, each function in F’+ is an interval mrrpping. Also, each function f in 
F (thus in F+) has the property, described informally in (2), thit: if J(a, . . a,) = 
ai. . . ai for some a1 . . . a,, i and j, thenf(b, . . . b,,) :z bi l . 5 3 for ~ii. words b: . . . b,. 
Using the previous notation, we are now ready to state our main result. 
eorem 1.1 (Main Theorem). Each f in F+ is expressible in the firm 
(i) pr&xichop’chop,, , 
(ii) sufI&chop’chop, , 
(iii) chop’chop,, or 
(iv) prefix+uffix, (= @ j. 
In addition, iff # E, then $ is in exactly one of the aim~form, is uniquely expressible 
within that form,’ and if (i) (resp. (ii}) then j (resp. kj is positive. 
The proof is quite detailed and will consume most of the next section. 
Note that the last phrase in the last sentence of the statement of Theorem 1.1 
follows automatically from the fact that f # E. 
In accordance with the terminology mentioned in the Introduction, we have the 
following definition. 
Each expression of type (i), (ii), (iii) or (iv) of Theorem 1.1 is called a 
canonical form (for f in F+). 
et f = chop2 prefix5 chop2 suffixlo prefix,, chop, andf’ = prefix, chop’ ’ 
ession f is not in canonical form, whereasf’ is. Furthermore, f =f'! 
r...a~,f(w)=0=f(w)if~<25,andf(w)==a,2a,,a,,= 
5 Thus, if $= prefixjchop’chop,, f in F+ - {E}, for some j, ! and m, then $ cannot be expressed 
either form (ii), (iii) or (iv). Moreover, if f== prefixj*fchop”chop,,,*, then j=j’, l=l’and m=m’. 
in 
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In this section we establish the proof of Theorem 1.1. In the course of our 
argument, we present a procedure for obtaining the canonical form (Theorem 2.3). 
We start with a preliminary result which expresses the composition of various 
pairs of our basic types in terms of either the composition of other pairs or in terms 
of one type. 
Lemma 
( 1) a 
( 2) a 
( 3) a 




( I) C 
( 2) C 
W) 
2.1. Let j and k be nonnegative integers. Then 
chopjprefixk = 




Sufixk-jchopj ifjsk 9 
@ otherwise; 
ChOpjChOpk =ChOpkChopj 
ChopjChopk = chopj+k 
chopjsuffixk = 
chopjprefixk = 
if j s k, 
otherwise; 
$ j s k, 
otherwise; 
chop’chopk = chopi+k 
{ 
prefixjchopk-j 
prefiXjprefixk = ~ 











prefixjchopk-’ if j s k, 
@ otherwise. 
Proof. Clearly (a3), (a4) and (b3) are obvious; (bl) is similar to (al); (b2) is similar 
to (a2); (dl) is similar to (cl) and (62) is similar to (~2). It thus s&ices to examine 
(al), (a2), (cl), and (~2). Let w = a,. . . a,,. 
Consider (al). Suppose js k. If k s n, then 
chopjprefixk( w) = Ql . . . Qk-j = r~fiXk-j~hopj( W), 
and if n < k, then chopjpr&Xk( w) = fl= prefiXk_jChOpj( W). Suppose k Cj. Clearly, 
ChOpjprefiXk( W) =0 = G(W). 
Consider (a2). Suppose j G k. 
xkb’d = Xk__jC 
and if n < k, then Chopjsuffixk(W) = 0 = Suffix,-jChOpj( W). Suppose k <j. Then 
ChOpjSUffiXk( W) =q)= a(W). 
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Consider (cl). Suppose j s k. If II: 6 n, then 
ptefixjprefixk( w) = ~1. . . Qj = prefixjchopk-j( W), 
and if n < k, then prefixjprefixk( w) = 0 = prefixjchopk_j( w). Suppose k <j. Then 
prefixjpref&( W) = (b = G(W). 
Finally, consider (~2). Suppose j s k If k s n, then 
pr&jSUffixk( Vt) = an_k+l . . . a"-k+j = SUffixjchOpk-j( W), 
and if n C k, then prdixjsuffixk( w) = 0 = SUffiXjChOpk-j( W). SUppOSe k <j. Then 
prefiXjSUffiXk(w)=fl=@(w). 0 
We now show that each function in F+ has at least one canonical form. 
roce$ure 2.2. Let f be in F+, say f =fi . . . fq, each J in F. Clearly, f = fchop”chopo. 
Step 1: Using (al), (a2) and (a3) repeatedly, move all functions of the form chopi 
in the expression fi . . . f,chop’chop, as far right as possible. Either @ arises, in 
which case the canonical form is prefix2suffix1 and the process terminates, or else 
use (a4) repeatedly to obtain an expression for f of the form 
Note that no gj is of the fo:m chopi, r <: g + 2, and g,. is of the form chop’. 
Step 2: Using (bl) and (b2) repeatedly. move all functions of the form chop’ in 
expression (1) as far right as possible. Either G ?rises, in which case the canonical 
form is prefixzsuffixl and the process terminates, or else use (b3) repeatedly to 
obtain an expression for f of the form 
h 1 . . . h,chop’2chopi,. (2) 
Note that each hj is either of the form prefixi or suffixi, and 0~ s < P. 
Step 3: If s = 0, then f = chopizchopii and the procedure terminates. 
Step 4: Suppose s > 0. If s = 1, then expression (2) is of the form (i) or (ii) in 
Theorem 1.1 and the procedure terminates. Suppose s > 1. Then h,+ h, is either of 
the form prefixjprefixk, PrefiXjSUffiXk, SUffiXjSUffiXk or SUffiXjpdiXk. Ifj>k, then 
the canonical form for f is prefix&lix, and the process terminates. If j s k, use 
one application of (cl), (c2), (dl) or (d2) to change h,_,h, to an expression of the 
form prefixjchopk-j, SUffiXjChOpk-j, suffixjChopk-’ or prefixjchopk-‘. 
Step 4a: If h,_, h, is converted to the first or second form, repeat Step 1 on 
expression (2), obtaining an expression for $ either 
e form prefix, su x, and halting or 
(3) 
and repeat Step 4 with It I . . . h,Chopi~Chopi, replaced by expression (3). 
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Step 4b: If h,_,h, is converted to the third or fourth form, repeat Step 2 on 
expression (2), obtaining an expression for f either 
(i) of the form prefix* suffix1 and halting or 
(ii) of the form 
hi... hi-,chop’ichopi; (4) 
and repeat Step 4 with h, . . . h,Chop’Xhopi, replaced by expression (4). 
Note that Procedure 2.2 terminates ince Step 4 is used at most (the original) s 
times. The end result is a canonical expression for J 
Summarizing, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.3. Procedure 2.2 yields a canonical expression for each f in F+. 
Given f in F+, f= Q, iff Procedure 2.2 returns the canonical expression prefix, 
suffixI. In the same spirit,f = E iff applying Procedure 2.2 tofresults in an expression 
of the form prefix,chop’chop, or suffix,chop’chop,. 
The following example illustrates the use of Procedure 2.2 to obtain a canonical 
form for a given interval function in F+. 
Example 2.4. Let f = chop*prefix,chop*suffix,,prefix,,chop, e Then 
f = prefix,chop*chop*suffix,,prefix,,chop, by (b2). 
= prefix3suffix,chop’chop2prefix,,chop, by (bl) twice 
= prefix3suffix,prefix13chop2chop2chop, by (b2) twice 
= prefix,suffix,prefix,,chop4chop, by (b3) 
= prefix,prefix,chop7chop4chop, by (d2) 
= prefix,prefix,chop”chop, by (b3) 
= prefix,chop,chop”chop8 by (cl) 
= prefix,chop’ ‘chop, I 
We now turn to the uniqueness component of Theorem 1 .I. 0 estabkfm this, we 
need the following auxiliary result. 
. Let fi = prefixj,chopklchop,, 9 f2 = suffixj2chopk~ChOp,2 and ff; = 
chopkjchopi3, where j, and j2 are positive integers and ki and li are nonnegative integers, 
1 s i =S 3. Then fll, f2 and f3 are different functions. 
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roof. Let Q and b be distinct elements of C. Since C is assumed to have at least 
two elements, a and b exist. 
Consider j1 and f2. Suppose k, # k2, say k, < k2. (A similar argument holds if 
k,< k,.) Then fi(ak@d) = tr’l but (sincej, is positive) fi(ak~b-hd) as less than j, 
occurrences of 6. Thus fi # 9;. By symmetry, f, f f2 if I, # 1*. Suppose kl = kr and 
I, = lz. Then fi(ak'dla%'l) = tr'l but S,(&dl&b*~) = a-% Thus fi #f2. 
Now consider fi and f3. But fi(Qk~+j~bk3+'3+'l)= ail and f3(akl+j,bk3+'@l) has at 
least one occurrence 9f b. Thus f, #f3. 
By an analogous a went, fi $4; l Cl 
We are now ready to prove our main theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. By Theorem 2.3, f has a canonical form. By the second 
paragraph after the state,ment of Theorem 1 .I, the last phrase in the last sentence 
of the statement of Theorem 1.1 holds. If f = @, then f obviously cannot be 
represented by a form of type (i), (ii), or (iii). Suppose f is in F+ - {CD, E}. Let 
F,,, = {prefixkchop’chop, 1k a 1, la 0, m 2 O), 
&= {suffiXkChOp’chOp, 1 k a 1, 12 0, m 2 0}, and 
F chop = {chop’chop, 1 Ia 0, m 3 0). 
By Theorem 2.3,fis in Fpreu Fsufu Fchope By Lemma 2.5, 
Thus, exactly one of the following cases holds: 
(01) f is in Fpre. 
(P) f is in &f. 
(y) f is in &hop- 
We only give the argument for (oL), that for (p) and (y) being similar. 
Consider ((x). Suppose f has the canonical forms 
f = prefixk,chopkhop,, and $’ = prefixk,chop’2chop, l 
Let w1 =Q k,+k2+l,+/,+m,+m 2. Then akl=f(wl) =f(w,)=~(wl)=ak~. Hence, kl =k2. 
Suppose kz < II. Let w2 = ar$kl+k2+‘~+ml+m 2. Then f’( w2) = bkl and $‘( w2) has at least 
one occurrence of a, a contradiction. Similarly, I, < !* leads to a contradiction. Thus, 
1, = 12. Suppose m2 < ml . Then f’( a k~+‘l+vnl-‘) = @# a kl =$‘( a k~*‘~t”‘~-l) since k, 2 1, 
a contradiction. Similarly, m, c m2 leads to a contradiction. Thus m, = m2, so the 
canonical forms are the same. q 
r set af canonical forms for the functions 
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lary 2.6. Each function fin F+ is expressible in the jbrrn 
(i) chop, chop’prefixj, 
(ii) chop,chop’suffixk, 
(iii) chop,chop’ or 
(iv) prefixzsuffixI . 
In addition, iff # E, then f is in exactly one of the above forms, is uniquely expressible 
within that form, and if (i) (respectively (ii)), then j (respectively k) is positive. 
Proof. By methods similar to that of Lemma 2.1, it is easily seen that the following 
hold for nonnegative integers j and k: 
(1) prefixkchopj = chopjprefixk+j, 
(2) suffixkchopj = ChopjsuffiXk+j 3 
(3) suffixkchop’ = chop’suffixk+j 3 and 
(4) prefix,chopj = chopjprefix,+j. 
By ThesTem I. k, $ is in one of the forms 
‘I ( 1 I 
( 1 ii’ 
( ) iii’ 
( ) iv’ 
Hence, 
prefixjchop’chop, = chop,chop’prefixj+l+‘,‘, by Lemma 2.l(a3) and by (1) 
and (4); 
suffixkchop’chop, = chop,chop’suffixk+l+m, by Lemma 2.l(a3) and by (2) 
and (3); 
chop’chop, = chop,chop’, by Lemma 2.1 (a3) or 
prefixzsuffixr (= 4P). 
f is expressible in the form (i), (ii), (iii) or (iv). 
Suppose f f E. Now (i’) and (ii’) can be reformulated as 
(i’) chop,chop’prefixj = prefixi_,_,chopJchop, since chop,chop’prefixj # Qi 
implies that j 2 I + m, and 
(ii’) chop,chop’suffixk = suffixk_,_,chop’chop, since chop,chop’suffix, # @ 
implies that k 2 I+ m. 
Suppose f is expressible by more than one of the types (i)-(iv), or is expressible 
by two different forms within the same type. Then by (i”), (ii”), (iii’) and (iv’), f is 
expressible by more than one of the types (i)-( iv) of Theorem 1 .I or is expressible 
by two different forms within the same type of Theorem 1.1, a contradiction. 
Finally, observe that the last phrase of the last sentence in the statement of the 
corollary is obvious. 0 
Employing Theorem 1 .l, we can also prove tha, c.lv. y 1J + +l~p ;cno set of canonical forms, 
each of length at most 2, for F+. 
Corolla 3. There is no set F’c F+ of forms, each of length at most 2, such that 
every f iaa F+ can be expressed by at least one for 
et f = prefix*c 
to show that f # g. 
t suffices 
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Since g1 and g2 each have four possible forms, grg2 has sixteen possible forms. 
Eleven of these are on the left-hand side of the equations in Lemma 2.1. For each 
of these eleven forms, an insertion of either chop, (the identity function) or chop’ 
(also the identity function) in an appropriate position in the form on the right-hand 
side of the corresponding equation yie.,as __c, rA npeof the three nontrivial canonical forms 
of Theorem 1 .l. Furthermore, the resulting canonical form differs in some subscript 
or superscript from J: (For example, suppose g = prefixjsuffixk for some j and k. 
Since f# @, j G k. By Lemma 2.1(~2), g = suffixjchopk-j = suffixjchop’chopk-j.) 
Since f # E, f # g by the uniqueness part of Theorem 1.1. The five forms not 
considered in Lemma 2.1 are ChopkChopj, prefixkchopj, prefix,chopj, suffixkchopj 
and SuffiXkChOpj. By the uniqueness part of Theorem 1.1, f cannot be of the form 
ChOpkChopj. y an appropriate insertion of either chop’ or chop,, it is readily seen 
that f cannot be one of the remaining four forms. Cl 
The previous two sections discussed prefix and suffix operations defined in terms 
of fixed length, e.g., prefixk and chopk (the ‘complement’ of prefixk). In this section 
we consider prefix and suffix operations defined in terms of returning a fixedfiaction 
of the input word. These functions arise in a very natural manner, as for example, 
in the query: ‘Retrieve that part of Smith’s checking account which runs from the 
56% point to the 60% point’. 
Formally, the new operations are described as follows. 
. For each A, 0 s h s 1, let Fprefix, and Fsuffix* (the fraction-interval 
functions) be the mappings from C* to C* defined by’ Fprefix, (a, . . . a,) = 
a1 l o l qA”J and Fsufixh(a, . . . an)=a,_lA”J+l.. . a,, for each al.. . a,,, na0. 
Clearly, Fprefix, = Fsuffix, and is the identity function. Also, Fprefix,= 
Fsuffixo = E. 
Using the above symbolism, the query ‘Retrieve that part of Smith’s checking 
account which runs from the 56% point to the 60% point’ can be written as 
Fsuffix1,12Fprefix3,~. (Indeed, for w = a, . . . a,,,, FsuffixI,,2Fprefix3,5( w) = 
Fsuffixl,12(al . . . aho) = ass . . . abo.) 
Since hn is nonintegral in general, some rounding off is necessary. Instead of the 
round down of above, one could round up to the nearest integer. In any case, 
rounding leads to approximation. For example, 
a,...a, xA(a,. . . a,)Fsuflix(,_~,(a,. . . a,,) 
’ For each real numb x, 1x1 is the largest integer not exceeding X, i.e., [x] is the integer r such that 
r<_X<r+l. 
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if A is an integer, and 
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(FprefixA(al . . . Q”))(a~*,j+*)FsuffiX(1-h,(a, l . .&A 
otherwise. Thus, Fprefix, and Fsuflix, are not quite true ‘complementary’ functions. 
0ne could define Fchop, and Fchop” by Fchop, (aI . . . a,) = a, . . .’ a,,_ 1 bzj and 
Fchop”(a, . . . a,,) = alAnJ+1 . . . a,, for all a, . . . a,,. It is not clear that the introduction 
of these functions serves any useful purpose since Fchop” (a, . . . a,,) is close to 
f;suffixtl_&zl.. . a,) and FChOp,(a, . . . a,) is close to Fprefix(,_,,(a, . . . a,). 
We are interested in obtaining a set of canonical forms for the composition of 
the fraction-interval functions alone, as well as in conjunction with the four interval 
functions discussed in the earlier sections. Unfortunately, as we shall see in Theorem 
3.4 below, no such result is possible. To establish Theorem 3.4, we need two lemmas. 
The first gives an approximation for the composition of two Fprefix functions. The 
second lemma asserts that if f is the composition of Fprefix functions and f = g, 
with g = g, . . . g,, each gi being one of our six types of interval functions, then each 
gi is an Fprefix funistion. 
We need the following. 
Notation. For all words w and y and positive integer m, write w 6 m y if w is an 
interval of y and Iyl - 1 WI I=, m. Let $ and g be interval functions and m a positive 
integer. Write f srn g if, for each word w, f(w) exists implies 
(i) g(w) exists and 
(ii) f(w) %gW- 
Intuitively, f S 111 g means that g(w) contains all the information in f(w) and at 
most m additional pieces of data. 
Clearly, iffs,g and gs”h, thenfs,+,h. 
Lemma 3.1. F& aN h and p, 0 c A, p < 1, Fprefix, Fprefix, s 1 Fprefix,,. 
Proof. Let n be an arbitrary nonnegative integer. Then pn = [pnJ + E for some 
E,OSE<~. Thus [Apnj=[A[pnj+AEJ, withOshe<l,and 
I-Ience, 
Fprefix,Fprefix,(a, . . . a,,) = al.. l alA[pnj] 
The s l relation in Lemma 3.1 cannot be strengthene 
Fprefixs.~,10Fprefixt0.9,20(a, . . . a& = a, . . . a5 sl a, . . . a6 
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Fprefix,, . . . A, - 
For al! O<h I,..VA&l, Fprefix,, . . . Fprefix,“, s ,,,+ 
G = F u {Fprefix, 9 Fsuffix, 10 < A, p < 1}, 
G+={g,... g, 1 n 3 1, each gi in G}. 
.3. Suppose g1 . . . g, = Fprefix,, . . . Fprefix,,, s and t positive integers, each 
gi in G, no gi the identity function, atid 0 < Aj < 1 for each j. Then, for each i, 1 s i s s, 
there exists pi, 0 < /&i c 1, such that gi = Fprefix,, . 
Let g=gl... g, and f = Fprefix,, . . . Fprefix,,. Since Fprefix, ( w) # Q) for all 
A and w, 
f(w) # 0 for all w. (5) 
Let n be an integer such that 
r=~h,~Az~...~A,n]...]~l. 
Clearly n, thus r, exists. Then 
f(a”) =a’#&. (6) 
Assume there exists an integer i, 1 s i s s, such that gi = prefixk for some k Suppose 
k > 0. Then g(ak-‘) = 0 # f(ak-‘) by (S), a contradiction. Scippose k = 0. Then, for 
each word w, either g(w) = 0 or g(w) = E. Then g(a”) # f(a”) by (6), a contradiction. 
Thus, 
no gi is of the form prefixk. (7) 
Similarly, 
no gi is of the form suffixk. (8) 
Suppose that gi = chop& for some i and k. Then g(ak-‘) = 0. By (5), f(ak-‘) # 0, 
a contradiction. ence, 
no gi is of the form chopk. (10) 
suffixA for some i and A, 0 s A 6 1. Without loss of generality, 
i is (10 
tity function, A Z 
us A # 0, i.e., 0 < 
f A =O, thenf(a”)=tz 
foreachj, ii-lsj<s, 
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there exists a pj such that gj = prefix,. Since gj is not the identity fulrction (by 
hypothesis), pj 72 1. And, as above, it is seen that pj # 0. Thus, 0 < pj < 1. Then, for 
each positive integer p, g,+] . . . gs(aP) = aqtp) for so e nonnegative integer $$I). 
Qbviously, lim,,, q(p) = 08. Hence, lim,,,( q(p) /q(p) = 1. Since O<h c 1, 
there exists a p such that A < (q(p) - 1 j/q(p j < 1. Then, 
1dP)Al s !l(Pb < t?(P) - 1. 
Let a and b be distinct symbols. Then 
g(abP-‘) = g, . . . gi_,Fsuffix,gi+, . . . gS(abF-‘) 
=g1... gi-1 FsuffixA (abq(p)-‘) since gi+l . . . g, (ap) = aq(P) 
= 
g1 l * l 
gi_,(e,19(p’*J ) since [q(p)h ] <q(p) - 1. 
Hence, f( abq(p)-‘) # g( abqCp)-*), since a does not occur in g(abP-‘) but does in 
f( *Q 6q(P)-1). Th is is a contradiction. Therefore, 
IIO gi is of the form Fsuffix,, Osil s 1. (12) 
By (7)-(10) and (12), each gj is of the form Fprefix,, 0~ p s 1. As above, no gj is 
of the form Fprefix, or Fprefix, . Hence the lemma holds. III 
We are now ready for our result on the nonexistence of a set of canonical forms 
for G+, as well as for the composition of the frakon-interval functions alone. 
‘I’heorem 3.4. atwe is no positive integer t such thaf each composition of Fpre. A 
functions is the composition of at most t functions in kG. 7%us, there is no positive 
inte,ser t such that each composition of fraction-interval functions alone, 0s well as with 
the other interval functions in G, is the composition of at most t functions in G 
Proof. It suffices to verify the first sentence only. The idea of the proof is as fo!lows: 
(3iven t, a function f of the form Fprefix,, . . . FprefixA,+,* is ktisen so thai the 
evaluation of f on a’+’ involves t + 1 occurrences of round off, with f(a” ‘) -J E. 
However, if f = g, . . . g,, s 6 t and each gi in 6, then there are at most s occurrences 
of round off, with g, . . . gJa’+‘) # E. 
Formally, let t be a given positive integer. Let S be a real number, 0 =C 6< 1, such 
that 




such a S exists. Let 
f = Fprefix,, . . . Fprefix,,,l, 
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where hk = 1 - 6/k for each k, 1 s k s t + 1. Note that f is not the identity function. 
(Indeed,let n beanintegersuchthat r= [A, [AZ.. . LA,+,nJ . . .] 2 l.Thenf(a”) = ar, 
but r c n since Ai < 1 for all i.) Let g = g, . . . gS, s s t, each gj in 6. To complete the 
proof it is enough to show that f # g. 
Suppose $= g. Since f is not the identity function, we may assume without loss 
of generality that no gj is the identity function. By Lemma 3.3, for each j, i c j s s, 
there exists pj, 0 C pj < 1, such that gj = Fprefix,. Note the following easily estab- 
lished result: 
(*) Let h be a function from the nonnegative integers to the nonnegative integers 
such that lim,,, h(m)f m exists. Then, for each real number A, limin+-JAh(m)J / m 
exists and is7 Alim,,,[h(m)~/m. 
For each positive integer m, let 
ml = [A; [. . . iAt+*m] . . .] and m2= [p, 1.. . lpsrn] . . .I. 
Then emi- -f(a”) = g(a”) = ~~2. Thus mi = m2. Mence, 
A A,+,= lim 
LA, 1.. . [h+m] . . .I 
I... 
m--3 m 
by repeated use of (*) 
=bh*=+s by repeated use of (*), 
that is, 
A A,+t=p,...p.s I... (14) 
Let A = A 1 . . l A,+* (=pl l . . F~)- Recall that Ai = 1 - (S/i) for each i. Clearly, 
,,(a’) = Fprefixli-*,,,(a’) = a’-’ 
foreach i, lsist+l. Hence, 
f( a’+‘) = Fprefix,, . . . Fprefix,,+ ,(u’+’ ) = a0 = E. (IS) 
e shall show that g( a’+‘) # E, thereby effecting a contradiction and establishing 
the theorem. 
’ Indeed, for A 20, hlim 
i-iii 
,,r-.orhh(m)J/m - lim,,,_.,,(A [h(m)] - 1)/m 4&,_.,[hh(m)j/m s 
t+.x lAI1(m)l/m~lim,,,,,(A [h(m)) +A)/m =Alim,,,,,,~h(m)J/m . A 
A CO. 
n analogous argument holds for 
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y(E3),ej’(i_,‘nE<(1-6)...(1-(S/(t+l))=A,...h,,,=h.Thus:<A(t+l),so 
ss t<h(t+l). Then 
s-l<sS [A(t+l)]. (16) 
Now 
rr- 
6 qs-l FprefixcL, . . . p,, by Corollary 3.2 
= Fprefix,, by (14). 
He&ice, g( u’+‘) sS_l Fprcfix, (u’+‘) = Q lA(r-tl)J. Then, 
(g(Q’+*)Ia [h(t+l)j -(s-l) by definition of sS_* 
>o by (16). 
Therefore, g( a’+‘) f E, as was desired. Cl 
We conclude with some discussion and problems for further investigation. 
(I) In view of Theorem 3.1, there is no set of canonical forms for G+. Is it possible 
to find a set of canonical forms which ‘approximate’ the functions in G+? One 
reasonable notion for approximation is the sS relation already defined. Do there 
exist s and t with the following property: For each function f =fi . . . fm in G+ there 
is a function g in G’ = {g, . . . g, 1 each gi in H} such that f ss g? Probably not. HO-Y 
about if s is a linear function of m ? That is, does there exist an intege 
function s from the integers to the integers with the following property: For each 
positive integer m and function $ = fi . . . fm, each L in G, there exists a g in G’ 
such that f sstrnJ g? 
(2) A second problem area concerns equality. Can one determine if two functions 
f and g in Gt are equal? Closely related to this is the question: ‘Is there a 
sound and complete set of inference or replacement ‘rules’ for transforming 
expressions of G+ into equivalent expressions in G+? For example, one can show 
that the following rules are sound (for all A and k, k a nonnegative integer): 
(a) Fprefix,prefixk = prefixlAklprefixk, 
(p) Fsuffixhsuffixk = suE~,~~,suffix~, 
(y) Fprefix, suffixk = prefix LAkJ suffixk, and 
(6) FsuKx,prefixk = suffixLAklprefixk. 
Is this set of rules complete, i.e., for arbitrary f and g in G’, does f = g imply that 
f can be transformed into g by repeated application of the equalities of type (a)-@) 
and those in Lemma 2.1? Probably not. 
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